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Figure S1 29 

 30 

Figure S1. Complete model diagram with all nodes and reactions. Reaction rates are labeled (v#) and 31 

correspond to the rate laws described in detail in Table S1. For the names of model nodes (reaction 32 

species): ‘X/Y’ – complex formed by X and Y, ‘pX’ – phosphorylated form of species X, ‘X_n’ – species 33 

X in nucleus, ‘mX’ – mRNA of species X, ‘aX’ – species X in its activated form, ‘Deg’ – degradation, 34 

dashed arrows – inhibition. Reaction descriptions, parameters, rates and differential equations for all 35 

model nodes are summarized in Tables S1 and S2. 36 
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 42 
Figure S2. Additional model calibration data of IFN-γ-driven pathway. Comparisons between model 43 

simulations and literature experimental data of IFN-γ-induced (A-C) STAT1 activation at 5 ng/ml (1), 10 44 

ng/ml (2), and 20 ng/ml of IFN-γ (3, 4), (D-E) upregulation of SOCS1 and SOCS3 (data is mRNA 45 

expression) (5), (F) increase in IRF-1 expression at 6 h (6), and (G) increase in iNOS expression at 12 h 46 

(7). (H) Data and simulated expression level of miR-3473b at 24 h after mimic transfection (8). (I) 47 

Hypoxia in combination with IFN-γ can significantly induce HIF-2α expression (for IFN-γ alone, 48 

simulation suggested a mild decrease while data suggested an insignificant increase in HIF-2α) (9). (A-I) 49 

All experimental data are measured in macrophage cell lines and values are for protein levels unless noted 50 

otherwise. Y-axes show normalized expression respectively (A-E: simulations and data are normalized to 51 

the maximum expression; F, H: normalized to the no-treatment/time 0 expression; G: normalized to the 52 

expression at 12 h; I: normalized to the expression under IFN-γ treatment with hypoxia). (D-E) For 53 

induction of SOCS1/3, data in terms of SOCS1/3 mRNA expression are compared with simulation 54 

(SOCS1/3 protein level), given that SOCS proteins are highly labile (direct protein measurements are 55 

scarce) and that Wormald et al. reported a tight temporal correlation between signaling-induced 56 

expression of SOCS1/3 protein and mRNA (10). S – simulation, D – literature data, Utr – untreated, Trd – 57 

IFN-γ treated, Hyp – hypoxia.  58 
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 60 
Figure S3. Additional model calibration data of IL-4-driven pathway. Comparisons between model 61 

simulations and published experimental data of IL-4-induced (A-C) STAT6 activation at 10 ng/ml (5, 11, 62 

12), 50 ng/ml (13) and 100 nM IL-4 (14), (D) phosphorylated STAT6 in nucleus (15), (E) increase in 63 

IRF-4 expression (16), (F-G) AKT activation at 50 ng/ml (17) and 20 ng/ml IL-4 (18), (H-I) increase in 64 

Arg-1 production (15, 19), (J) increase in IL-10 production at 24 h (20), (K) increase in VEGF production 65 

(21), (L) SOCS1 induction (5), and (M) inhibition of TNFα production at 24 h (20). (N) Simulation and 66 

data show that hypoxia can stabilize HIF-1α protein while IL-4 stimulation has no effect (9). (A-N) All 67 

experimental data are measured in macrophage cell lines and values are for protein levels unless noted 68 

otherwise. Y-axes show normalized expression respectively (A-G, I, L: simulations and data are 69 

normalized to the maximum expression; J, K, M: normalized to the no-treatment/time 0 expression; H: 70 

normalized to the expression at 24 h; N: normalized to the expression under IL-4 treatment with hypoxia). 71 

(H) For Arg-1 production, data in terms of Arg-1 activity (formation of urea from arginine) is compared 72 

with simulation (Arg-1 protein level). (K) For VEGF production, data in terms of intracellular VEGF 73 

level is compared with simulation (secreted VEGF level). (L) For SOCS1 induction, data in terms of 74 

SOCS1 mRNA level is compared with simulation (SOCS1 protein level), given the reasoning stated in 75 

Figures S2D-E. S – simulation, D – literature data, Utr – untreated, Trd – IL-4 treated, Hyp – hypoxia.  76 
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 78 

Figure S4. Additional model calibration data of hypoxia-driven pathway. Comparisons between 79 

model simulations and literature experimental data of hypoxia-induced (A) stabilization of HIF-1α and 80 

HIF-2α at 18 h (22), (B) PHD upregulation (23), (C) IRF-1 induction (24), (D) VEGF production at 24 h 81 

(25), (E) de-suppression of IRF-9 (26) and (F) downstream upregulation of IRG-1 at 12 h (26). (G) Data 82 

and simulated expression level of miR-93 before and after 24 h of mimic transfection, which leads to 83 

downregulation of (H) IRG-1 abundance at 24 h (26). (I) Transfection of miR-93 mimic decreases TNFα 84 

production at 12 h under hypoxia (26). (A-I) All experimental data are measured in macrophage cell lines 85 

(except for B, which is in Hela cells) and values are for protein levels unless noted otherwise. Y-axes 86 

show normalized expression respectively (A: simulation and data are normalized to the expression under 87 

hypoxia; B, C: normalized to the maximum expression; D, E, F, H: normalized to the no-treatment 88 

expression; G: normalized to the miR-93 expression at 24 h after transfection; I: normalized to the 89 

expression under 12 h of hypoxia without miR-93 mimic). (D) For VEGF production, data in terms of 90 

intracellular VEGF level is compared with simulation (secreted VEGF level). (F and H) For IRG-1 91 

regulation, data in terms of IRG-1 mRNA level is compared with simulation (IRG-1 protein level). S – 92 

simulation, D – literature data, Utr – untreated, Trd – treated with miR-93 mimic, Hyp – hypoxia. 93 
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 95 
Figure S5. Additional in silico investigation of pathway feedback within M1-M2 network. (A) 96 

Silencing of SOCS1 or SOCS3 in macrophages can promote activation of STAT1 by IFN-γ. (B) SOCS1 97 

silencing, but not SOCS3 silencing, can markedly boost STAT6 activation by IL-4. (A-B) Silencing is 98 

modeled as 0x initial level with 0x production. Knockdown of SOCS1 (modeled as 0.3x initial level with 99 

0.3x production) (C) promotes IL-4-induced M2 marker expression and (D) differentially influences M1 100 

marker expression in response to IFN-γ. In the scenarios of IFN-γ stimulation followed by the addition of 101 

IL-4 (at 4 h), or IL-4 stimulation followed by the addition of IFN-γ (at 1 hr), there is no obvious change of 102 

(E) STAT1 or (F) STAT6 activation. (G) The addition of a second stimulus IFN-γ (at 24 h post IL-4 103 

stimulation) can antagonize the expression pattern of Arg-1 induced by IL-4. (H) RT-qPCR analysis 104 



(results presented as mean + SEM, n=3) of TNFα and IL-10 gene expression in THP-1 cells stimulated 105 

with 24 and 48 h of IFN-γ (or IL-4), and 24 h of IFN-γ (or IL-4) then another 24 h of IFN-γ plus IL-4 106 

(labeled as IFNγ+IL-4 or IL-4+IFNγ). (I) Temporal expression profiles of HIFs and IRF-9 when 107 

macrophages are stimulated with IFN-γ and IL-4 simultaneously. (J) Temporal relative protein expression 108 

patterns of six M1-M2 signature transcription factors in macrophages under seven different stimulation 109 

conditions (‘A+B’ means simultaneous stimulation, ‘all’ means IFN-γ+IL-4+hypoxia, all expression 110 

levels are normalized to the untreated/time 0 levels and then log2 transformed). (A-J) All simulation 111 

results are protein levels (except CXCL10 is mRNA level). (C,D,G,I) Y-axes show relative expression 112 

(normalized to untreated/control/time 0 levels). Simulated treatment doses are 10 ng/ml IFN-γ and 10 113 

ng/ml IL-4 for (A-D), 10 ng/ml IFN-γ and 20 ng/ml IL-4 for (E-F), 20 ng/ml IFN-γ and 20 ng/ml IL-4 for 114 

(G), 10 ng/ml IFN-γ and 5 ng/ml IL-4 for (I-J). Utr – untreated, Hyp – hypoxia (2% oxygen for J).  115 
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 118 

Figure S6. Temporal response of M2 markers and transcription factors under hypoxia. (A) 119 

Inhibition of IFN-γ production under hypoxia (dashed lines) can upregulation the expression of M2 120 

markers IL-10 and VEGF (marginal effect), compared to hypoxia alone (solid lines). Simulations show 121 

stronger temporal activation of (B) pSTAT6 and (C) pAKT under hypoxia in combination with IFN-γ 122 

inhibition or STAT1 inhibition, compared to hypoxia alone. SOCS1 and SOCS3 expression are reduced 123 

under hypoxia with either (D) STAT1 or (E) IFN-γ inhibition (dashed lines), compared to hypoxia alone 124 

(solid lines). STAT1* means inhibition of STAT1 activation, IFN-γ* means inhibition of IFN-γ 125 

production. Inhibition of IFN-γ is simulated by setting its production rate to 10% of the original value; 126 

STAT1 inhibition is simulated as a 90% decrease in the binding rate between STAT1 and activated IFN-γ 127 

receptor complex. (A-E) Expression levels are normalized to their respective t=0 values (e.g. normoxia, 128 

unstimulated). Hyp – hypoxia. All simulation results are protein levels. 129 
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 131 
Figure S7. Parameter sensitivities under high IL-4 production. (A-B) Sensitivity indices (top 25 132 

positive and negative PRCC values with p<0.05) of model parameters that control M1 and M2 marker 133 

expression in terms of the M1/M2 score under high IL-4 production (10x). In the parameter descriptions, 134 

‘X_RC’ means receptor complex formed by ligand X, receptor and JAK, ‘X/Y’ means complex formed 135 

by X and Y. (C-D) Simulated relative time-course expression (dashed lines) of M1 and M2 markers when 136 

macrophages are subjected to AKT inhibition (simulated as a 90% decrease in the AKT activation rate) 137 

under high IL-4 production. (E) Under the scenario of high IL-4 production, inhibition of STAT6 triggers 138 

increased activation of AKT as a compensatory mechanism to further upregulate M2 marker expression. 139 

(C-E) Marker expression levels are normalized to their respective t=0 values (e.g. normal IL-4 140 

production, unstimulated). All simulation results are protein levels (except CXCL10 is mRNA level). (A-141 

B) More details about the parameters listed can be found in Table S1 using the labels (positive – ka37, 142 

kr70, kf17, k127, k61, kf64, kf63, k33, k45, k37, kf42, kf44; negative – kr42, k99, kf8, k1, kr44, kf7, kf13, 143 

kr64, k71, kf95, kr63, k78, kf70; order is from top to bottom as displayed).  144 
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 146 

Figure S8. Parameter distribution after bootstrapping. Parameter estimate distributions (represented 147 

by violin plots) of the top 11 most sensitive parameters. The 11 parameters were re-estimated 50 times 148 

following the resampling procedures described in the Materials and Methods section (all parameter values 149 

are normalized to their respective original values for display, y-axis in log scale). During bootstrapping, 150 

parameter values are allowed to vary from 0.1x to 10x (of their original values). Parameter descriptions – 151 

#1. IFN-γ receptor dephosphorylation rate; 2. forward binding rate of activated IFN-γ receptor complex 152 

with STAT1; 3. deactivation rate of STAT1/IRF9 complex in nucleus; 4. IFN-γ receptor phosphorylation 153 

rate; 5. reverse binding (e.g. dissociation) rate of activated IFN-γ receptor complex with STAT1; 6. 154 

forward binding rate of IL-4 (or IFN-γ) receptor complex with SOCS1; 7. dephosphorylation rate of 155 

STAT6; 8. degradation rate of SOCS1/3-bound IL-4 (or IFN-γ) receptor complex; 9. rate of IL-4 receptor 156 

phosphorylation; 10. STAT1 activation rate; 11. forward binding rate of IFN-γ receptor complex with 157 

SOCS3. The 11 parameters are chosen based on the overall ranking of their absolute PRCC values (from 158 

high to low) derived from the sensitivity analysis in three scenarios (IL-4 stimulation, IFN-γ stimulation, 159 

and hypoxia). 160 

 161 



Table S1 162 

No. Reaction descriptions Reaction flux details (v=)  Parameter values Refs. 

v1 IL-4 production k1 k1=0.2 min-1 Fitted 

v2 IL-4R production k2 k2=0.16 min-1 Fitted 

v3 IL-4R constitutive degradation k3*[IL4R] k3=0.007 min-1 Fitted 

v4 JAK production k4  k4=50 min-1 Fitted 

v5 JAK constitutive degradation k5*[JAK]  k5=0.0005 min-1 (27) 

v6 IL-4R pre-associates with JAK kf6*[JAK]*[IL4R]-

kr6*[IL4R/JAK]  

kf6=4e-6 min-1, 

kr6=0.0018 min-1 

Fitted 

v7 IL-4 binds receptor  kf7*[IL4]*[IL4R/JAK]-

kr7*[IL4/R/JAK]  

kf7=2e-7 min-1, 

kr7=0.01 min-1 

(28) 

v8 IL-4 receptor complex 

phosphorylation 

kf8*[IL4/R/JAK]-

kr8*[pIL4/R/JAK]  

kf8=0.6 min-1, 

kr8=0.1 min-1 

Fitted 

v9 Internalization of phosphorylated 

IL-4 receptor complex 

k9*[pIL4/R/JAK]  k9=0.2 min-1 Fitted 

v10 Shuttling of IL-4 receptor 

complex to lysosomes 

k10*[pIL4/R/JAK_i]  k10=1 min-1 Fitted 

v11 Degradation of IL-4 and IL-4R 

in lysosomes 

k11*[IL4/R_lyso]  k11=0.3 min-1 Fitted 

v12 Recycling of IL-4R k12*[IL4/R_lyso]  k12=1 min-1 Fitted 

v13 Binding of STAT6 with ligand-

activated IL-4 receptor complex 

kf13*[STAT6]*[pIL4/R/JAK

_i]-

kr13*[pIL4/R/JAK/STAT6] 

kf13=0.1 min-1, 

kr13=10 min-1 

Fitted 

v14 Activation of STAT6 by 

phosphorylation 

k14*[pIL4/R/JAK/STAT6]  k14=8 min-1 Fitted 

v15 Phosphorylation of AKT k15*[AKT]*(1-

[PTEN]/([PTEN]+ka15))* 

([pIL4/R/JAK]/([pIL4/R/JAK

]+kb15))  

k15=1.16 min-1, 

ka15=5000, 

kb15=4 

Fitted 

v16 AKT dephosphorylation k16*[pAKT]  k16=0.015 min-1 (29) 

v17 Internalized IL-4 receptor 

complex binds SOCS1 

kf17*[pIL4/R/JAK_i]*[SOCS

1]-

kr17*[IL4/R/JAK/SOCS1_i]  

kf17=0.008 min-1, 

kr17=0.2 min-1 

Fitted 

v18 SOCS1 inhibits IL-4 signaling 

and shuttles IL-4 and receptor to 

lysosomes  

k10*[IL4/R/JAK/SOCS1_i]  * 

v19 SOCS1 sequesters JAK from the 

IL-4 receptor complex 

k19*[IL4/R/JAK/SOCS1_i] k19=0.03 min-1 Fitted 

v20 Shuttling of internalized IL-4 

and receptor to lysosomes  

k10*[IL4/R]  * 

v21 SOCS1 targets JAK for 

degradation 

k21*[SOCS1/JAK]  k21=0.1 min-1 Fitted 

v22 Internalized IL-4 and receptor 

associate with JAK to reactivate 

signaling 

kf6*[IL4/R]*[JAK]-

kr6*[pIL4/R/JAK_i] 

 * 

v23 Internalized IL-4 receptor 

complex binds SOCS3 

kf23*[pIL4/R/JAK_i]*[SOCS

3]-

kr17*[IL4/R/JAK/SOCS3_i],  

kf23=0.0004 min-1 Fitted

* 



v24 SOCS3 inhibits IL-4 signaling 

and shuttles IL-4 and receptor to 

lysosomes 

k10*[IL4/R/JAK/SOCS3_i]  * 

v25 SOCS3 sequesters JAK from the 

IL-4 receptor complex 

k19*[IL4/R/JAK/SOCS3_i]  * 

v26 SOCS3 targets JAK for 

degradation 

k26*[SOCS3/JAK] k26=0.01 min-1 Fitted 

v27 Surface IL-4 receptor complex 

binds SOCS1 

kf17*[IL4/R/JAK]*[SOCS1]-

kr17*[IL4/R/JAK/SOCS1] 

 * 

v28 SOCS1-mediated shuttling of 

surface IL-4 and receptor to 

lysosomes 

k28*[IL4/R/JAK/SOCS1]  k28=0.1 min-1 Fitted 

v29 Surface IL-4 receptor complex 

binds SOCS3 

kf23*[IL4/R/JAK]*[SOCS3]-

kr17*[IL4/R/JAK/SOCS3] 

 * 

v30 SOCS3-mediated shuttling of 

surface IL-4 and receptor to 

lysosomes 

k28*[IL4/R/JAK/SOCS3]  * 

v31 pSTAT6 dimerization kf31*[pSTAT6]*[pSTAT6]-

kr31*[pSTAT6D] 

kf31=0.002 min-1, 

kr31=1 min-1 

Fitted 

v32 Activated STAT6 dimer 

transports to nucleus 

k32*[pSTAT6D] k32=0.4 min-1 Fitted 

v33 Dephosphorylation of nuclear 

STAT6 dimer 

k33*[pSTAT6D_n] k33=0.01 min-1 (30) 

v34 Dissociation of STAT6 dimer in 

nucleus 

kr31*[STAT6D_n]  * 

v35 Nuclear export of STAT6 k35*[STAT6_n] k35=0.05 min-1 (31) 

v36 Dephosphorylation of STAT6 k33*[pSTAT6]  * 

v37 IFN-γ production k37*([HIF1α/β_n]+0.2*[HIF

2α/β_n])*(1-

[pSTAT6D_n]/([pSTAT6D_n

]+ka37)) 

k37=0.0288 min-1, 

ka37=100 

Fitted 

v38 IFNGR production k38 k38=1.22 min-1 Fitted 

v39 IFNGR constitutive degradation k39*[IFNGR] k39=0.006 min-1 (32) 

v40 IFNGR pre-associates with JAK kf6*[IFNGR]*[JAK]-

kr40*[IFNGR/JAK] 

kr40=0.002 min-1 Fitted

* 

v41 IFN-γ binds receptor kf41*[IFNγ]*[IFNGR/JAK]-

kr7*[IFNγ/R/JAK] 

kf41=1.6e-7 min-1 (33, 

34)* 

v42 IFN-γ receptor complex 

phosphorylation 

kf42*[IFNγ/R/JAK]-

kr42*[pIFNγ/R/JAK] 

kf42=3 min-1, 

kr42=10 min-1 

Fitted 

v43 IFN-γ receptor complex binds 

SOCS1 

kf17*[IFNγ/R/JAK]*[SOCS1

]-kr17*[IFNγ/R/JAK/SOCS1] 

 * 

v44 STAT1 binds ligand-activated 

IFN-γ receptor complex 

kf44*[STAT1]*[pIFNγ/R/JA

K]-

kr44*[pIFNγ/R/JAK/STAT1]  

kf44=0.03 min-1, 

kr44=3 min-1 

Fitted 

v45 STAT1 activation by 

phosphorylation 

k45*[pIFNγ/R/JAK/STAT1] k45=2 min-1 Fitted 

v46 Shuttling of IFN-γ receptor 

complex to lysosomes 

k46*[pIFNγ/R/JAK] k46=0.1 min-1 Fitted 



v47 Degradation of IFN-γ and 

IFNGR in lysosomes 

k47*[IFNγ/R_lyso] k47=1 min-1 Fitted 

v48 Recycling of IFNGR k12*[IFNγ/R_lyso]  * 

v49 SOCS1 inhibits IFN-γ signaling 

and shuttles IFN-γ and receptor 

to lysosomes 

k46*[IFNγ/R/JAK/SOCS1]  * 

v50 SOCS1 sequesters JAK from the 

IFN-γ receptor complex 

k19*[IFNγ/R/JAK/SOCS1]  * 

v51 IFN-γ and receptor bind JAK to 

reactivate signaling 

kf6*[IFNγ/R]*[JAK]-

kr40*[IFNγ/R/JAK],  

 * 

v52 IFN-γ receptor complex binds 

SOCS3 

kf52*[IFNγ/R/JAK]*[SOCS3

]-kr17*[IFNγ/R/JAK/SOCS3] 

kf52=0.004 min-1 Fitted

* 

v53 SOCS3 inhibits IFN-γ signaling 

and shuttles IFN-γ and receptor 

to lysosomes 

k46*[IFNγ/R/JAK/SOCS3]  * 

v54 SOCS3 sequesters JAK from the 

IFN-γ receptor complex 

k19*[IFNγ/R/JAK/SOCS3]  * 

v55 pSTAT1 dimerization kf55*[pSTAT1]*[pSTAT1]-

kr31*[pSTAT1D] 

kf55=0.1 min-1 Fitted

* 

v56 Activated STAT1 dimer 

transports to nucleus 

k56*[pSTAT1D] k56=1 min-1 Fitted 

v57 Dephosphorylation of nuclear 

STAT1 dimer 

k57*[pSTAT1D_n] k57=0.03 min-1 (35) 

v58 Dissociation of STAT1 dimer in 

nucleus 

kr31*[STAT1D_n]  * 

v59 Nuclear export of STAT1 k59*[STAT1_n] k59=0.1 min-1 Fitted 

v60 Dephosphorylation of STAT1 k57*[pSTAT1]  * 

v61 HIF-1α production is promoted 

by TNFα signaling and 

downregulated by miR-93 

k61*([TNFα]+ka61)*(1.4-

[miR93]/([miR93]+kb61)) 

k61=0.0187 min-1, 

ka61=800, 

kb61=1000 

Fitted 

v62 HIF-2α production is promoted 

by PPARγ 

k62*([aPPARG]/([aPPARG]

+ka62)) 

k62=178 min-1, 

ka62=10000 

Fitted 

v63 HIF-1α transport to nucleus kf63*[HIF1α]-

kr63*[HIF1α_n] 

kf63=0.005 min-1, 

kr63=0.018 min-1 

(36) 

v64 HIF-2α transport to nucleus kf63*[HIF2α]-

kr63*[HIF2α_n] 

 * 

v65 Nuclear HIF-1α binds HIF-1β kf64*[HIF1α_n]*[HIF1β_n]-

kr64*[HIF1α/β_n] 

kf64=5e-7 min-1, 

kr64=0.03 min-1 

Fitted; 

(36) 

v66 Nuclear HIF-2α binds HIF-1β kf64*[HIF2α_n]*[HIF1β_n]-

kr64*[HIF2α/β_n] 

 * 

v67 PHD production k67*(0.0001+[HIF1α/β_n]2/([

HIF1α/β_n]2+ka67)*[HIF2α/

β_n]2/([HIF2α/β_n]2+kb67)) 

k67=602 min-1, 

ka67=32600, 

kb67=25400 

Fitted 

v68 PHD degradation k68*[PHD] k68=0.0008 min-1 (27) 

v69 Itaconate influences PHD 

activation 

kf69*[PHD]*[Itaconate]-

kr69*[aPHD] 

kf69=8e-9 min-1, 

kr69=0.07 min-1 

Fitted 

v70 PHD binds oxygen kf70*[aPHD]*[O2]-

kr70*[O2/aPHD] 

kf70=7.14e-9 min-

1, kr70=10.8 min-1 

Fitted; 

(36) 

v71 HIF1α hydroxylation k71*[O2/aPHD]*[HIF-1α]  k71=1.33e-5 min-1 Fitted 



v72 HIF1α de-ubiquitination k72*[HIF1α_OH] k72=0.03 min-1 Fitted 

v73 Degradation of hydroxylated 

HIF-1α 

k73*[HIF1α_OH] k73=0.6 min-1 Fitted 

v74 HIF2α hydroxylation k74*[O2/aPHD]*[HIF-2α] k74=5e-6 min-1 Fitted 

v75 HIF2α de-ubiquitination k72*[HIF2α_OH]  * 

v76 Degradation of hydroxylated 

HIF-2α 

k73*[HIF2α_OH]  * 

v77 STAT1 and STAT6 regulate 

IRF-1 production 

k77*(([pSTAT1D_n]+[pSTA

T1D/IRF9_n])/[pSTAT6D_n]

)/(([pSTAT1D_n]+[pSTAT1

D/IRF9_n])/[pSTAT6D_n]+k

a77) 

k77=106 min-1, 

ka77=50 

Fitted 

v78 IRF-1 degradation k78*[IRF1] k78=0.022 min-1 (37) 

v79 IFN-γ (through IRF-1) inhibits 

miR-3473 production  

k79*(1-

[IRF1]2/([IRF1]2+ka79)) 

k79=14.8 min-1, 

ka79=40000 

Fitted 

v80 Degradation of miR-3473 k80*[miR3473] k80=0.0012 min-1 (38) 

v81 miR-3473 binds PTEN mRNA kf81*[miR3473]*[mPTEN]-

kr81*[miR3473/mPTEN] 

kf81=0.0001 min-

1, kr81=0.06 min-1 

(39) 

v82 Degradation of miR3473-bound 

PTEN mRNA  

k82*[miR3473/mPTEN] k82=0.1 min-1 Fitted 

v83 Production of PTEN mRNA k83 k83=0.64 min-1 Fitted 

v84 PTEN translation  k84*[mPTEN] k84=2.32 min-1 Fitted 

v85 PTEN degradation k85*[PTEN] k85=0.0003 min-1 (27) 

v86 PTEN mRNA constitutive 

degradation 

k86*[mPTEN] k86=0.003 min-1 (40) 

v87 miR-93 production is 

downregulated by IFN-γ 

(represented by STAT1) and 

TNFα signaling  

k87*(1-

[TNFα]*[pSTAT1D_n]2/([TN

Fα] *[pSTAT1D_n]2+ka87)) 

k87=6050 min-1, 

ka87=1000 

Fitted 

v88 miR-93 degradation k88*[miR93] k88=0.0018 min-1 (38) 

v89 miR-93 binds IRF9 mRNA kf81*[miR93]*[mIRF9]-

kr81*[miR93/mIRF9] 

 * 

v90 Degradation of miR93-bound 

IRF9 mRNA 

k82*[miR93/mIRF9]  * 

v91 IRF9 mRNA production k91 k91=0.5 min-1 Fitted 

v92 IRF9 mRNA constitutive 

degradation 

k86*[mIRF9]  * 

v93 IRF9 translation k93*[mIRF9] k93=1.18 min-1 Fitted 

v94 IRF9 degradation k94*[IRF9] k94=0.004 min-1 Fitted 

v95 IRF9 binds activated STAT1 

dimer in cytoplasm 

kf95*[IRF9]*[pSTAT1D]-

kr95*[pSTAT1D/IRF9] 

kf95=0.00013 min-

1, kr95=1 min-1 

Fitted 

v96 Nuclear translocation of 

STAT1/IRF9 complex 

k96*[pSTAT1D/IRF9] k96=0.1 min-1 Fitted 

v97 IRF9 binds activated STAT1 

dimer in nucleus 

kf95*[IRF9_n]*[pSTAT1D_n

]-kr95*[pSTAT1D/IRF9_n] 

 * 

v98 IRF9 translocation to nucleus k96*[IRF9]-kr98*[IRF9_n] kr98=0.01 min-1 Fitted 

v99 Deactivation of STAT1/IRF9 

complex in nucleus 

k99*[pSTAT1D/IRF9_n] k99=0.4 min-1 Fitted 



v100 IRF4 production regulated by 

STAT6 and AKT 

k100*[pSTAT6D_n]/([pSTA

T6D_n]+ka100)*[pAKT]/([p

AKT]+kb100) 

k100=6840 min-1, 

ka100=30000, 

kb100=20000 

Fitted 

v101 IRF4 degradation k101*[IRF4] k101=0.0002 min-1 (27) 

v102 STAT6 promotes PPARγ 

production 

k102*[pSTAT6D_n]/([pSTA

T6D_n]+ka102) 

k102=107 min-1, 

ka102=1000 

Fitted 

v103 AKT promotes PPARγ 

activation 

k103*[PPARG]*[pAKT]/([p

AKT]+ka103) 

k103=50 min-1, 

ka103=10000 

Fitted 

v104 PPARγ deactivation k104*[aPPARG] k104=50 min-1 Fitted 

v105 Degradation of activated PPARγ k105*[aPPARG] k105=0.0018 min-1 (41) 

v106 Degradation of PPARγ k105*[PPARG]  * 

v107 IRF9 and IRF1 promotes IRG-1 

production 

k107*[IRF1]*([IRF9_n]+[pS

TAT1D/IRF9_n])2 

k107=4.77e-12 

min-1 

Fitted 

v108 IRG1 degradation k108*[IRG1] k108=6.2e-4 min-1 (27) 

v109 IRG1 promotes itaconate 

production 

k109*[IRG1]2 k109=0.025 min-1 Fitted 

v110 Itaconate degradation k110*[Itaconate] k110=0.005 min-1 Fitted 

v111 HIF1/2 and AKT induce VEGF 

production 

k111*([HIF1α/β_n]*[HIF2α/

β_n]+ka111)*([pAKT]+kb11

1)  

k111=3e-9 min-1, 

ka111=29200, 

kb111=42700 

Fitted 

v112 Removal of secreted VEGF k112*[VEGF] k112=0.001 min-1 Fitted 

v113 iNOS production is dependent 

on HIF1, IRF1 and type I IFN 

signaling (represented by IRF9) 

k113*(0.02+[HIF1α/β_n]/([H

IF1α/β_n]+ka113))*([IRF1]/(

[IRF1]+kb113))*([IRF9T]+1

5000) 

k113=0.036 min-1, 

ka113=4000, 

kb113=9000 

Fitted 

v114 iNOS degradation k114*[iNOS] k114=0.006 min-1 (42) 

v115 ARG1 production is promoted 

by STAT6, IRF4 and HIFs while 

downregulated by TNFα 

k115*([pSTAT6D_n]*[IRF4]

+ka115)*([HIF1α/β_n]+2*[H

IF2α/β_n])2*(1.2-

[TNFα]2/([TNFα]2+kb115)) 

k115=3.76e-9 min-

1, ka115=1.2e7, 

kb115=100000 

Fitted 

v116 ARG1 degradation k116*[ARG1] k116=0.0006 min-1 (43, 

44) 

v117 IRF1 and type I IFNs 

(represented by IRF9) can 

induce TNFα production 

k117* 

[IRF1]2/([IRF1]2+ka117)*(30

000+[IRF9T])2 

k117=7.2e-10 min-

1, ka117=1.6e6 

Fitted 

v118 Removal of secreted TNFα k118*[TNFα] k118=0.0008 min-1 Fitted 

v119 IL-10 production is promoted by 

AKT, type I IFNs (represented 

by IRF9) and STAT3 

(represented by secreted IL-10)  

k119*[pAKT]*(2000+[IL10])

*([IRF9T]+15000) 

k119=6.22e-13 

min-1 

Fitted 

v120 Removal of secreted IL-10 k120*[IL10] k120=0.0015 min-1 Fitted 

v121 IRF1 promotes IL-12 production k121*[IRF1]2 k121=5e-8 min-1 Fitted 

v122 Removal of secreted IL-12 k122*[IL12] k122=0.00033 

min-1 

Fitted 

v123 STAT1 induces CXCL9 

synthesis 

k123*[pSTAT1D_n]2  k123=1.67e-6 min-

1 

Fitted 

v124 Removal of secreted CXCL9 k124*[CXCL9] k124=0.0002 min-1 Fitted 



v125 STAT1/IRF9 complex induces 

CXCL10 mRNA production 

k125*[pSTAT1D/IRF9_n]2  k125=1e-6 min-1 Fitted 

v126 CXCL10 mRNA degradation k126*[mCXCL10] k126=0.0035 min-1 (40) 

v127 STAT1 and STAT6 induce 

SOCS1 production 

k127*[pSTAT1D_n]/([pSTA

T1D_n]+ka127)*[pSTAT6D_

n]/([pSTAT6D_n]+kb127) 

k127=13342 min-1, 

ka127=6000, 

kb127=500 

Fitted 

v128 Degradation of SOCS1 k128*[SOCS1] k128=0.004 min-1 (45) 

v129 STAT1 induces SOCS3 

production 

k129*[pSTAT1D_n]/([pSTA

T1D_n]+ka129) 

k129=6571 min-1, 

ka129=6000 

Fitted 

v130 Degradation of SOCS3 k130*[SOCS3] k130=0.05 min-1 Fitted 

 163 

Table S1. Complete list of model reactions and parameter values. Reactions are formulated 164 

mechanistically based on literature evidence (the labels v# here match with the labels in Figure S1 and 165 

Table S2). As shown in the last column, numerical values of model parameters (~140 in total) are either 166 

estimated from relevant published data (e.g. experimental measurements, prior models) or estimated 167 

computationally through whole-model optimization (‘fitted’). Certain parameter values are shared by 168 

more than one reaction fluxes (marked by * in the last column).  169 

 170 
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 178 
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 180 

 181 



Table S2 182 

Name of model node Initial 

condition 

(in # of 

molecules) 

Equation (d[x]/dt=) Initial condition 

Refs. 

VEGF 5223 v111-v112 Estimated from (46) 

IFNγ 358 v37-v41 Estimated from (47) 

IFNGR/JAK 20376 v40-v41 Total IFNGR 

estimated from (48, 

49) 

IFNGR 106 -v40+v48 Fitted 

IFNγ/R 1 v50+v54-v51 Fitted  

IFNγ/R/JAK 0 v41-v42-v43+v51-v52 Fitted 

pIFNγ/R/JAK 0 v42-v44 Fitted 

STAT1 397262 -v44+v59+v60 Total STAT1 

estimated from (49, 

50) 

pIFNγ/R/JAK/STAT1 84 v44-v45 Fitted 

pSTAT1 41 v45-v60-2*v55 Fitted 

pSTAT1D 81 v55-v56-v95 Fitted 

pSTAT1D_n 80 v56-v57-v97 Fitted 

STAT1D_n 84 v57+v99-v58 Fitted 

STAT1_n 1673 2*v58-v59 Fitted  

SOCS1 3169 v127-v128-v17+v18+v21-v27+v28-

v43+v49 

Total SOCS1 

estimated from (51) 

IFNγ/R/JAK/SOCS1 9 v43-v49-v50 Fitted 

IFNγ/R_lyso 1 v46-v47-v48+v49+v53 Fitted 

SOCS1/JAK 3 v50+v19-v21 Fitted 

IRF9 2674 v93-v94-v95-v98 Total IRF9 estimated 

from (49) 

IRF9_n 27001 v98-v97+v99 Fitted  

pSTAT1D/IRF9 26 v95-v96 Fitted  

pSTAT1D/IRF9_n 203 v96-v99+v97 Fitted  

SOCS3  1735 v129-v130-v23+v24+v26-v29+v30-

v52+v53 

Total SOCS3 

estimated from (51) 

IFNγ/R/JAK/SOCS3 3 v52-v53-v54 Fitted 

SOCS3/JAK 8 v54+v25-v26 Fitted 

IL4 288 v1-v7 Estimated from (52) 

IL4R 16 v2-v6+v12 Fitted 

IL4/R 0 v19+v25-v22 Fitted 

IL4R/JAK 3478 v6-v7 Total IL4R estimated 

from (49) 

IL4/R/JAK 0 v7-v8 Fitted 

pIL4/R/JAK 0 v8-v9 Fitted 

pIL4/R/JAK_i 0 v9-v10-v13+v14-v17+v22-v23 Fitted  

IL4/R/JAK/SOCS1_i 0 v17-v18-v19 Fitted 



IL4/R_lyso 0 v10-v11-v12+v18+v20+v24+v28+v30 Fitted 

IL4/R/JAK/SOCS3_i 0 v23-v24-v25 Fitted  

IL4/R/JAK/SOCS1 2 v27-v28 Fitted 

IL4/R/JAK/SOCS3 0 v29-v30 Fitted 

STAT6 59874 v35+v36-v13 Total STAT6 

estimated from (49, 

51) 

pIL4/R/JAK/STAT6 0 v13-v14 Fitted 

pSTAT6 26 v14-v36-2*v31 Fitted 

pSTAT6D 1 v31-v32 Fitted  

pSTAT6D_n 39 v32-v33 Fitted 

STAT6D_n 0 v33-v34 Fitted 

STAT6_n 16 2*v34-v35 Fitted 

PTEN 64899 v84-v85 Estimated from (49) 

IRF4 16460 v100-v101 Estimated from (49) 

IL10 571 v119-v120 Estimated from (53) 

JAK 99297 v4-v5-v6+v10+v18-

v22+v24+v28+v30-v40+v46+v49+v53 

Total JAK estimated 

from (49) 

ARG1 875428 v115-v116 Estimated from (49) 

miR3473 1180 v79-v80-v81+v82 Estimated from (54) 

mPTEN 8 v83-v86-v81 Total mPTEN 

estimated from (55) 

miR3473/mPTEN 6 v81-v82 Fitted 

iNOS 538 v113-v114 Fitted 

HIF1α 640 v61-v63-v71+v72 Total HIF1α estimated 

from (56)  

HIF1α_n 178 v63-v65 Fitted 

HIF1α/β_n 44 v65 Fitted 

HIF1α_OH 42 v71-v72-v73 Fitted 

HIF2α 878 v62-v64-v74+v75 Total HIF2α estimated 

from (56) 

HIF2α_n 244 v64-v66 Fitted 

HIF2α/β_n 61 v66 Fitted 

HIF2α_OH 22 v74-v75-v76 Fitted 

HIF1β_n 14897 -v65-v66 Total HIF1β estimated 

from (49) 

PPARG 1437 v102-v103+v104-v106 Total PPARG 

estimated from (57) 

aPPARG 782 v103-v104-v105 Fitted 

IRF1 614 v77-v78 Estimated from (49) 

PHD 5470 v67-v68-v69 Total PHD estimated 

from (49) 

O2 1.204e8 Constant Estimated from (56) 

O2/aPHD 3088 v70-v71-v74 Fitted 

aPHD 38846 v69-v70+v71+v74 Fitted 



TNFα 619 v117-v118 Estimated from (58-

60) 

CXCL9 54 v123-v124 Fitted 

mIRF9 9 v91-v92-v89 Total mIRF9 

estimated from (61) 

miR93/mIRF9 5 v89-v90 Fitted  

miR93 841 v87-v88-v89+v90 Fitted 

IL12 58 v121-v122 Estimated from (62) 

mCXCL10 12 v125-v126 Estimated from (61) 

AKT 198060 -v15+v16 Total AKT estimated 

from (49) 

pAKT 11942 v15-v16 Fitted 

IRG1 3522 v107-v108 Estimated from (49) 

Itaconate 6.214e7 v109-v110 Estimated from (63) 

IRF9T (repeated 

assignment) 

29904 [IRF9T]=[IRF9]+[IRF9_n]+ 

[pSTAT1D/IRF9]+[pSTAT1D/IRF9_n] 

Fitted 

 183 

Table S2. Differential equations and initial conditions of all model nodes. A summary of the model 184 

equations and initial conditions in terms of absolute copy numbers of all 80 model nodes (proteins, 185 

RNAs, complexes, etc.) derived from the 34 functionally unique species. The initial levels (and also the 186 

steady state levels) of 31 out of 34 unique species are estimated and calibrated with respect to literature 187 

data (using both direct measurements and indirect observations), and the model is simulated in control 188 

condition without external stimulation until equilibrium to obtain the initial levels (e.g. copy numbers) of 189 

all 80 model nodes. A cell volume of 1 pL is assumed when doing unit conversion calculations for O2 and 190 

itaconate (64, 65). To reduce model complexity, it is assumed that transcription factors and enzymes in 191 

Hill-type reactions are not consumed, mRNAs are not consumed during translation, and oxygen level is 192 

constant during each simulation run.  193 
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Table S3 203 

Description of Data Used in Calibration PMIDs of Sources 

IFN-γ module (in response to IFN-γ treatments 

unless noted otherwise below) 

 

Surface-bound IFN-γ 2953810 

Phosphorylation of JAK 12667213 

Phosphorylation of STAT1 16473883, 26882544, 26299368, 

28280036, 10490990 

Expression of IRF-1 17293456, 18802049 

Expression of iNOS 18655171, 9667738 

TNFα secretion 8802049 

IL-12 secretion 25950470 

CXCL-9 secretion 25950470 

CXCL-10 mRNA expression 25918247 

Expression of miR-3473b 25092892 

Itaconate expression 26829557 

PTEN expression upon miR-3473b overexpression 25092892 

HIF1α expression upon IFN-γ treatment and hypoxia 20194441 

SOCS1 mRNA expression 17093501 

SOCS3 mRNA expression 17093501 

HIF2α expression upon IFN-γ treatment and hypoxia 20194441 

IL-4 module (in response to IL-4 treatments 

unless noted otherwise below) 

 

STAT6 phosphorylation 27731330, 17093501, 26894960, 

26883801, 27464342, 25175012 

Phosphorylated STAT6 in nucleus 23913966 

IRF-4 expression 29871928, 23287596, 20580461 

AKT activation 26894960, 27731330, 27507812 

PPARγ expression 29203644, 24385430 

Arg-1 expression 23287596, 27117406, 23913966 

Arg-1 activity 22348056 

IL-10 secretion 28903394, 21753147 

VEGF secretion 28842601 

VEGF expression (intracellular) 28903394 

TNFα secretion 28903394, 21753147 

HIF2α expression upon IL-4 treatment and hypoxia 20194441 

SOCS1 mRNA expression 17093501 

HIF1α expression upon IL-4 treatment and hypoxia 20194441 

Hypoxia module (in response to hypoxia unless 

noted otherwise below) 

 

HIF1a stabilization 24301659, 16533170, 20644254, 

19454749 

HIF2a stabilization 16533170, 20644254, 19454749 

iNOS expression 28211523 

Arg-1 expression 28211523 



TNFα secretion 22566835 

IFN-γ secretion 19234213 

VEGF secretion 17065555 

VEGF expression (intracellular) 28903394 

miR-93 expression 28356443 

IFN-γ secretion upon miR-93 overexpression and 

hypoxia 

28356443 

PHD2 expression 12912907 

IRF-1 expression 11313373 

IRF-9 mRNA expression 28356443 

IRG-1 mRNA expression 28356443 

IRG-1 mRNA expression upon miR-93 

overexpression 

28356443 

TNFα secretion upon miR-93 overexpression and 

hypoxia 

28356443 

 204 

Table S3. Summary of literature sources used in model calibration. Listed here are the descriptions 205 

and PMIDs of all the literature sources from which the model calibration datasets were extracted.   206 
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Protocol S1: Additional information regarding model formulation and analysis 223 

 224 

Model Formulation 225 

Macrophage polarization is a complex, dynamic multi-pathway process with numerous 226 

feedbacks and cross-talks, which also makes its a highly suitable topic for systems biology 227 

modeling. Given the many relevant pathways and the large number of mechanistic details that 228 

govern macrophage polarization, it makes sense to approach this problem in a stepwise manner 229 

(e.g. first build a “beginner model”, then gradually enrich the model with more pathways of high 230 

importance in disease contexts). After careful analysis of literature knowledge, we ended up 231 

choosing three pathways (IFN-γ, IL-4, hypoxia) to model in the beginning step (as presented in 232 

this paper), since IFN-γ and IL-4 are representative inducers of M1 and M2 phenotypes and 233 

many experimental studies have tried to elucidate their downstream signaling and gene 234 

regulation mechanisms (which provided a wealth of quantitative data that can be used to 235 

calibrate our “beginner model”), and also because that hypoxia is a key signature in the disease 236 

areas that we are interested in (namely peripheral arterial disease and cancer) while its direct 237 

impact on macrophage polarization and connections with other macrophage pathways have not 238 

been systematically characterized before. 239 

 240 

Model Calibration 241 

During model calibration, values of some model parameters are derived directly from literature 242 

data and previous models (as shown in Table S1); for the remaining parameters with no literature 243 

reference, we put in tentative values first and then hand-tuned the entire model extensively (by 244 

adjusting parameter values and observing model response) until the model simulations achieved 245 

good visual agreements with all the respective calibration datasets (from the sources listed in 246 

Table S3) simultaneously. In the meantime, the initial conditions of “unique” species in the 247 

model have to stay within the allowed ranges (0.5x-2x of concentration values estimated from 248 

literature as listed in Table S2, except for total HIF-1α and HIF-2α which we set that their resting 249 

concentrations per cell should be less than a few nanomolar according to (56)). Then we 250 

performed preliminary sensitivity analysis (for three cases, IL-4 or IFN-γ or hypoxia stimulation) 251 

and collectively identified 101 parameters that have statistically significant (p<0.05) PRCC 252 

values. Among the 101 parameters, 82 had no literature reference and global optimization using 253 



patternsearch in MATLAB was then performed for those 82 parameter values (with 0.5x-2x as 254 

the allowed ranges) with respect to all the calibration datasets (along with the initial condition 255 

checks in every iteration) to generate the final parameter values. We rounded the final values to 256 

three significant digits for all parameters (as listed in Table S1). 257 

For the initial condition checks, we simulated the model for 100000 minutes to obtain species 258 

endpoint values (and check if they are within appropriate ranges as described above) and use 259 

these endpoint values as new initial conditions to generate simulations and calculate squared 260 

errors with respect to the literature data in every iteration of patternsearch optimization. Since 261 

we selected this very long time span, in each iteration these new initial conditions obtained 262 

would represent a set of species equilibrium states (of macrophages under normoxia without 263 

externally added stimuli) that can be compared with quantitative literature data. 264 

 265 

Model Sensitivity Analysis and Uncertainty Quantification 266 

For model sensitivity analysis, we used Latin Hypercube Sampling method with parameter 267 

ranges of 0.5x-2x to calculate the PRCC values (with p=0.05 as the cutoff for statistical 268 

significance) based on the algorithm and code published in (66). The output of interest in PRCC 269 

calculations are “M1/M2 scores”, which are the multiplication of six M1 markers 270 

([iNOS]*[IFNγ]*[TNFα]*[IL12]*[CXCL9]*[mCXCL10]; [IFNγ] is removed when calculating 271 

PRCCs in scenarios of IFN-γ stimulation) divided by the multiplication of three M2 markers 272 

([ARG1]*[VEGF]*[IL10]). For uncertainty quantification, each of the 50 re-sampled datasets 273 

has 229 individual datapoints that covered all the experimental conditions used in model 274 

calibration. For each datapoint, we assumed its value is within a distinct normal distribution with 275 

a mean and a standard deviation (whenever possible, the mean and standard deviations are 276 

calculated from the corresponding literature data that we gathered; for datapoints that only had 277 

one value and no repeat, we considered that single value as the mean and assumed that the 278 

standard deviation equals to 10% of that value). Then the 229 datapoint values in each re-279 

sampled dataset were compiled in order by generating random numbers from the 229 normal 280 

distributions. The 50 re-sampled datasets were then fed into the optimization algorithm to obtain 281 

50 sets of new parameter estimates (as described in Materials and Methods). 282 
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